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Abstract. With the development of the smart grid technology, networking tech‐
nology (NT) plays a significant role in the smart grid. NT enables to realize the
smart grid vision mainly focused on (a) wide area monitoring and control for
transmission system (b) distribution automation for low voltage distribution
system and (c) smart metering for prosumer’s participation. Synchrophasor tech‐
nology enables better situational awareness and decision support and smart meters
deployment for end-users constitutes major investment as part of the smart grid
development for power distribution system. The two-way communications
between ‘power utility’ and ‘smart meters installed near end-user customers’
assisted by meter data management systems helps to potentially realize numerous
applications for enhanced reliability and efficiency of active distribution system.
NT also brings cyber vulnerabilities and it is important to analyze the impact of
possible cyber-attacks on the power grid. In this invited talk, networking and data
delivery requirements will be discussed for wide area monitoring and smart
metering applications as well as a real-time, cyber-physical co-simulation testbed
to do cyber-physical analysis.
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1 Cyber Requirements for Wide Area Monitoring and Control

The availability of synchronized measurements has made the development of data-
driven power system applications possible to enhance the reliability of the power grid
[1]. The PMUs provide synchronized time stamped measurements several times a
second to enable monitoring of dynamic system response, which was not possible using
legacy system, having refresh rate of 4 s [2, 3]. Most of the synchrophasor applications
can be classified in several categories following different criteria. Based on the level of
adoption by different power system utilities, applications can be classified as (a) existing
industry applications and (b) evolving applications. Applications can also be classified
based on time criticality, (a) real time online applications and (b) offline applications.
Some of the examples of real time applications will be oscillation monitoring, voltage
stability monitoring and angle/frequency monitoring, which are already implemented
in control centers while examples of offline applications are engineering analysis and
includes model validation and post-mortem analysis [2–4]. The data rate and latency
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required by some applications may be higher than other applications and will require
different kind of NT as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data and latency requirements for synchrophasors applications

Class Basic description Sampling/date rate Required latency
A Feedback control Fast Fast
B Open loop control Medium Medium
C Visualization Medium Medium
D Event analysis Fast Slow
E Research/

experimental
N/A N/A

2 Cyber Requirements for Smart Metering Applications

Cyber requirements for smart meter applications are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Data and communication requirement for smart meter applications

Application Quantity Rate Data
destination

Real time
requirements

Criticality Frequency

Outage
detection

High Few minutes DMS Minutes Low Frequent

Distribution
state
estimation

High Seconds/
minutes

DMS Second to
minutes

Medium to
high

Frequent

Billing
information

Medium to
low

Several days/
month

Billing
center/
enterprise

Hours Very low Time to time

Voltage
control

High to
medium

Seconds Feeder
device/
substation/
operating
center

Seconds High Very
frequent

Demand
response

High Seconds At load/
substation/D
MS

Seconds to
minutes

High Frequent

Power
quality
monitoring

Low to
medium

Seconds Feeder
device/
substation/
operating
center

Second Very high Time to time

Tamper
Detection

Medium to
low

Days Billing center Hours Very low Time to time

Load
forecasting

Very high Minutes Operating
center

Hours Very low Frequent

Load
modeling

High Minutes Substation/
operating
center

Minutes Low Frequent
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Requirements are shown in terms of data quantity, rate, data destination, real time
requirements, criticality and frequency as shown in Table 2. Applications including
outage detection, distribution state estimation, billing information, voltage control,
demand response, power quality monitoring, tamper detection, load forecasting, load
modeling have been discussed in Table 2. Most of these applications assume tight inte‐
gration of smart meter data and SCADA data [5]. Communication technologies to meet
the requirements include WiFi, Zigbee and several other technologies [6] as highlighted
in Table 3.

Table 3. Communication technology for smart meter applications

Comm. Tech. Application
domain

Coverage
range

Data rate Benefits Limitations

PLC HAN, NAN,
WAN

1–3 km 2–3 Mbps No extra
cabling fee,
high security

High noise,
low
scalability

WiFi HAN, WAN 100 m, 1 km Up to 54
Mbps

Free license,
mature
development

Low security,
low
scalability

ZigBee HAN <50 m 250 kbps Low cost,
easy
implementati
on

Low security,
short range,
low data rate

Cellular
Network (3G,
LTE)

HAN, NAN,
WAN

1–10 km Up to 70
Mbps

Mature
development,
long range

Low security,
low costly
spectrum fees,
low
scalability
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